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Abstract 
Currently live messenger is oftenly used as a media for communication among staff in the office or among students 
doing projects and working in groups or teams. The problem is that live messenger runs under a network with 
limited security and therefore facing threats such as interception, authenticity, interruption and fabrication. The 
purpose of this research is to design security protocol on live messenger that ensures authenticity and data or 
message confidentiality whenever data/messages are sent from one user to another user.  The protocol is designed to 
ensure that  no one except the authorized user are allowed to communicate to each other. The proposed protocol is 
an end-to-end protocol, where each user can only comunicate once each of the user are authenticated  and have 
secured connections to each other. The researcher is designing this end-to-end protocol and perform a simulation to 
show that the communcation line is secured. The result shows that the communication line established is secured 
and the user can send messages in confidential. It is also shown in the simulation that if a attacker tries to intercept, 
it will be aknowledged by the users and the attacker is blocked and not able to establish connection.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 In the current era of globalization, the use of technology has become the most important part and the basic 
needs of all people, including communication technologies and applications including messenger. Technology at 
this time has been well received and has become an essential requirement. For example, in communication 
technologies, such as live messenger is frequently used by everyone. So far, communication technology has been 
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widely developed. In terms of hardware, software, network communications, user interface, etc. However, the 
development of technology is directly proportional to the potential presence of despicable actions that utilize 
computer network  intentionally or unintentionally to get certain advantages. 
 Based on the final report of the ID-SIRTII (Indonesia Security Incident Response Team on Internet 
Infrastructure), Indonesia's national internet security is in poor condition. Indonesia has become the largest country 
in the world that is being targeted of attack and reached 1,277,578 attacks or 42,000 of attacks per day (Ministry of 
Communications and Information Technology)7. These attacks include the issue of wiretapping issue that occurred 
recently. With the fact it can be seen that the system and security procedures from a number of operators and other 
communication media is still lacking. Therefore, they requires a new method for securing the Internet. 
 Security protocols is an operating phase ensures the security and integrity of data sent through the 
connection of computer network1,2. The workings and processes of security protocol is able to prevent the leaking of 
the message content to unauthorized parties and other adverse possibilities. Therefore, the role of security protocols 
becomes very important because the task of its own security protocols is to secure network itself. The existing 
security protocol is Peer-to-Peer, Two Way Handshake and Three Way Handshake5. This protocols is used as a 
comparison for the most commonly protocol that being used in live messenger. 
 These are advantages and disadvantages to the existing protocols. Those advantages include easy to use so 
it does not require any special knowledge and does not require expensive server because the files able to directly 
accessed by individual workstations. The disadvantages are the files and folders is not stored as a centralized backup 
and there is a lack of security in the protocols. 
 After performing research on existing protocols with advantages and disadvantages, the researchers would 
like to create a new protocol to enhance the existing protocol and expected to address the various threats and attacks. 
2. METHODOLOGY 
 A new security protocol is designed using end-to-end method with authentication server. Advance 
Encryption Standard (AES) is also used to encrypt the key that is exchanged between user and server. AES is 
designed for use with keys of length 128, 192, and 256 bits6. End-to-end method4,8,9 is used to ensure the security 
everytime the client wants to add another client into their chat room. All authentication is performed by the server. 
Authentication is used to prevent the impersonation attack and key exchange is used so that the client can be sure of 
the identity of the other client. Hashing is also used for the token transmission to ensure that the token has not been 
changed during the transmission. If the hash code has changed, then it is known that the data has been changed. 
Hashing method  used in this protocol is SHA-2569. 
 The first scenario that the researcher make is  between two clients in the same domain3. Clients are  
represented by A and B and the server is represented by AS. When A wants to add B to the chat room using the 
secured line, A requested authentication to AS, then  AS authenticate A first and then send the token to B and ask 
for the response. The token includes nonce, subliminal ID, and all the identity of the clients. The token is hashed 
using the SHA-256. When B sends back the token to AS it brings the response to A. After both of the client has 
been authenticated by the server then the clients can now talk in the chat room securely. 
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Figure 1.1 Scenario Between Two Clients 
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If the two clients want to add another client into the chat room, then each client must appove  the request 
for the addition of the third client in advance. In the scenario below, suppose A wants to add a third client  
represented by C, then A will ask for B approval in order to add C into the chat room. After B approved the request 
sent by A, then A requested to AS to add C to the chat room. AS sends the request to C that A and B want to add C 
to the chat room. AS authenticate A and B again for C to be sure that the other two clients are legit. AS will send 
back the token that includes the data of C to A and B. Now, A, B and C can communicate using conference chat 
securely. 
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Figure 1.2 Scenario Between Three Clients 
 
1. Step 1: A       AS: As, AS, nA,[B] kA,AS, (As,AS,nA,B) SHA1 
 
A requests to AS to add B to the chat room by sending A’s nonce (nA) and subliminal identity (AS). 
The request token sent by A is encrypted with the key shared between A and AS. This encrypted token is used 
to prevent the attacker taking the data, if somehow the attacker can get in, then the attaker will only see the 
encrypted data. So only the person that is authorized can see the data. Nonce, subliminal identity and the real 
identity are hashed to make sure that the data sent and received are the same data without any change. 
 
2. Step 2: AS      B: AS,Bs,nAS,[A,As,Bs, nA,kA,B] kB,AS, (AS,Bs, nAS,A, As, nA,kA,B) SHA1 
 
When the token is received by AS, AS can now sent it to the requested client by A which is client B. 
Token sent between AS and B is encrypted with a key shared between B and AS, this key exchange is intended 
to ensure the authenticity between clients or server. After the key is valid then the token that includes nonce, 
subliminal identity of B, and a shared key can be sent. The subliminal identity of B is used to deceive the 
attackers who want to read the data. The data is still encrypted and hashed to ensure the security during the 
transmission. 
 
3. Step 3: B     AS: Bs,AS,nB,[A,As,B,Bs, nA,kA,B] kB,AS, (Bs,AS,nB, A,As,B,Bs, nA,kA,B) SHA1 
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In this step B send back the response to A through AS. During the transmission, the token is still 
hashed and encrypted with the key shared between B and AS, the token contains the nonce, subliminal identity 
of B and A, and a shared key. This is performed to ensure the authenticity of B between the matched key.  
 
4. Step 4: AS       A: AS,As,nAS,[AS,B,Bs,nA,kA,B]kA,AS,(AS,As,nAS,AS,B,Bs,nA,kA,B) SHA1 
 
At this point, every information that AS received from B will be sent to A as a response that B is 
authenticated. AS send the subliminal identity of both client, the token is still hashed and encrypted with a key 
shared between A and AS. Now A knows that B is a legit person and accpepted A’s request. 
 
5. Step 5: A   B: AS, Bs, n1,[m] kA,B, (AS,Bs,n1, [m]) SHA1 
   Bs, AS, n1++,[m] kA,B,(Bs, AS,n1++, [m]) SHA1 
 
In this step, the arrow is shown at both ends which means that on this step both of the clients can send 
messages between each other. The message is encrypted with the key shared between A and B. Token sent 
contains nonce and the subliminal identity of both clients. At this point, the secure line is already open because 
AS has authenticate both clients and the clients have aggreed to communicate. 
 
6. Step 6: A      AS: AS, AS, nA, [C] kA,As, (As, AS, nA, C)SHA1 
The next step is the step where A wants to add a third client to the chat room. First, A have to send 
request to B in order to add the third client which is C. The request is sent through AS by sending token that 
contains nonce and subliminal identity. The request that addressed to C is encrypted with a shared key between 
A and AS. 
 
7. Step 7: AS     B: AS, BS, nAS, [C, Bs, B, As, A, nA, nB] kB,AS, (Bs, B, AS, nB, nA, As, A, C, kB,AS)SHA1 
AS send the request sent by A to B. Token sent contains nonce of A and B, subliminal identity of A 
and B. Token is still hashed to keep the data secured and encrypted with a key shared between B and AS. This 
step is performed to ask for B approval to add C into the chat room.  
 
8.   Step 8:  B     AS: BS, AS, nB, [C, Cs, As, A, Bs, B, nAS, nA, nBkA,B] kB,AS, (AS, Cs,  C, As, A, Bs, B, nAS, nA, nB, 
  kB,AS) SHA1 
 
After B received the request from AS, now B will authenticate C. First, B will have to send token to C 
through AS. Token that is sent contains the subliminal identity, nonce and the real identity of all clients. A and 
B as the request sender and C as the addressed client. The transmission is still performed by hashing and 
encrypted between B and AS. 
 
9.    Step 9: AS     C: AS, Cs, nAS, [AS, A, AS, Bs, B, nC, nB, nA, kA,B,C] kA,B,C,AS, (AS, As, A, Bs, B, Cs, C, nAS, nB, nA, 
  kA,B,C) SHA1 
 
At this step, AS will send the request to C by sending the token that contains all the identity of the two 
clients who send the request. The token is still hashed and encrypted between A, B, C, and AS. This key is  
encypted between the three clients and server because this step is where the three clients are participating to 
enter a conference chat.  
 
10.  Step  10: C     AS: Cs, AS, nC, [Cs, As, A, Bs, B, nC, kA,B,C] kA,B,C,AS, (AS, As, A, Bs, B, Cs, C, nAS, nB, nC, nA, 
   kA,B,C) SHA1 
 
After C accepted the request sent by both client A and B through AS, C sends back the token to be 
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authenticated by AS. At this step, all the token is still hashed and encrypted with a key shared between A, B, C 
and AS to ensure that the only one that can see the data is the person that is authorized to. 
 
11.   Step 11: ASB: AS, Bs, nAS, [AS, C, CS, A, AS, Bs, B, nC, nB, nA, kA,B,C] kA,B,C,AS, (AS, As, A, Bs, B, Cs, C, 
   nAS, nB, nA, kA,B,C) SHA1 
 
After AS receive the token sent from C, AS now will authenticate C and then send the token back to B 
to tell B that C is already authenticate. Token contains the nonce, subliminal identity and the real identity of A, 
B, and C. The token is hashed and encrypted between A, B, C and AS. 
 
12.   Step 12: B     AS: Bs, AS, nB, [AS, C, CS, A, AS, Bs, B, nC, nB, nA, kA,B,C] kA,B,C,AS, (AS, As, A, Bs, B, Cs, C, 
   nAS, nB, nA, kA,B,C) SHA1 
 
After B received the information from AS that client C is authenticated, then B send the response to 
A’s request through AS. Token sent contains all of the client’s nonce, subliminal identity, and a shared key 
between A, B and C. 
13.   Step 13: AS     A: AS, As, nAS, [AS, C, CS, A, AS, Bs, B, nC, nB, nA, kA,B,C] kA,B,C,AS, (AS, As, A, Bs, B, Cs, C, 
   nAS, nB, nA, kA,B,C) SHA1 
 
The request from B is now sent to A by AS. AS sent token that contains all of the client’s nonce, 
subliminal identity and real identity. by this time, every single client is already authenticated by AS. AS only 
send B’s approval at this step. Now all of the clients can be sure that the person they want to talk is the real 
person, not an attacker who pretends to be one of the client. All of the data sent is still hashed and encrypted. 
After this step is performed, then the three clients are ready to communicate.  
 
14.  Step 14: C      A: Cs, As, n, [m] kA,B,C, (Cs, As, n, [m]) SHA1 
  
At this step, C and A are connected with a line with arrow on both sides which means that the 
communication line between A and C is already opened. Along the transmissions, subliminal identity is used to 
make sure that other person who tries to interrupt cannot see the real identity. The message is encrypted 
between A, B and C, this shows that the message can be seen by B also. Which means they already in a secure 
conference chat. 
 
15.  Step 15: C        B: Cs, Bs, n, [m] kA,B,C, (Cs, Bs, n, [m]) SHA1 
 
At this step, C and B are connected with a line with arrow on both sides which means that the 
communication line between B and C is already opened. The message is encrypted between A, B and C, this 
shows that the message can be seen by the three clients which means a secured conference chat between A, B 
and C have opened. 
 
 
16.  Step 16: A       B: As, Bs, n, [m] kA,B,C, (As, Bs, n, [m]) SHA1 
 
Because of the authentication, now A and B can also be on the secure line. And the encrypted 
messages between A, B and C means that C can also see the message so now the secured conference chat has 
occured. 
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3. RESULT 
 
a. AttackerUnable to Sign In 
 
This live messenger application is equipped with a security protocol to prevent and identify the 
emergence of an attacker who entered into the user communication lines. When an attacker tries to log 
on to break into the network and it is not authenticated by the server, it will appear a notification as a 
warning sign that an attacker who is trying to sign in already detected. 
 
 
 
Figure1.3 Attacker Tried to Sign In 
 
 
 
 
b. Attacker Unable to Read The Message 
 
If the attacker successfully gets into the network, a system that has been created using an 
end-to-end secure protocol will maintain the confidentiality and security of the message. Although the 
attacker able to get into the communication path, the attacker still unable to read contents of the 
message. The contents of the message will appear in encrypted form. Then the content of the message 
that has been sent is not readable by the attacker (Figure 1.5). 
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Figure 1.4Attacker Sign Into the Communications Lines 
 
 
 
Figure1.5Attacker Unable Read Contents of The Message 
 
 
 
c. Attacker Unable to Send Data or Message 
 
In addition to taking the message that has been sent by one user to another user, the attacker 
also wants to send a random message (Figure 1.6). The protocol will work again to avoid any negative 
impact that the content of messages sent in the form of spam. Data transmitted by the attacker will 
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appear in the form of a series of random messages and is still in encrypted state (Figure 1.7). From 
there, the user can know that it is the random message is sent by the attacker. 
 
 
 
Figure1.6Attacker Send Message 
 
 
 
Figure1.7Users Unable to Read Contents of Messageby The Attacker 
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Based on the descriptions and discussion above, it can be concluded that the end-to-end protocol that 
is createdis able to handle the problems that have been identified earlier, so the live messenger is no longer 
vulnerable to attacker.The live messenger that is fully equipped with new protocol has a system that can reject 
people who are not authenticated by the server. And when an attackerwants to enter into a network, the server 
will provide notification that tells an attacker who tried to interfere into the conversations.Also, when people 
who are not authenticated and trying to read the message, it will be seen by the attacker only the encrypted 
data, so the attacker cannot read the real message. 
If the system can be attacked by people who are not responsible and harmful, then this system already 
has a backup plan for anticipate them. The system will maintain the confidentiality of the user's equipment may 
not be read by anyone.The protocol in this application also makes users feel confident that no data has changed 
since the time of delivery, because there are hashing process, which is the data is sent matched with the data 
that will be accepted.The protocol is not perfect, there are some recommendation to improve the protocol, as 
listed below: 
a. Can be developed or researched further in order to improve application’s performances. Also can be 
developed further with the making of these protocols and the application to connect to more than one 
domain. 
b. User interface and features contained in this live messenger can be developed further and it will be more 
attractive to users. 
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